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modded fullscreen setting in the console. If you run the game in fullscreen, it may be difficult to see your cursor.
A switch option has been added to the console that allows you to play in fullscreen, but minimize your screen and

use the internal display as a proxy. If you run the game with this switch (in the console), your cursor will be
hidden (by default) so that it does not look out of place. Download Latest ACM Update Patch from Steam. Aug

16, 2012 Added console commands to force the game to use texture packs. Aug 3, 2012 Tweaked console
commands to force the game to use the texture packs. Download Patch v5 from this page. The author of this

mod, Ubu McCuddles, has created a new install file that removes the game's DLC. Download Patch v4 from this
page. This fixes several bug and/or glitches in the game. Aug 29, 2011 Fixed video issues (a few lag spikes and
'whiffs'). A small number of users reported a few other video issues (glitches, or tearing). If you experience a
video problem, try resizing your desktop picture to a 1280x1024 pixel resolution and running the game with
-nodraw. Download Patch v3 from this page. This fixed one graphical glitch and a number of other minor

problems. Download Patch v2 from this page. This update patch fixes several bugs that are too numerous to
mention. Mar 26, 2011 Fixed a black screen bug and fixed the game's launcher. Feb 23, 2011 Download the

latest patch from this page. This fixes some minor glitches, like black characters on the HUD and lots of other
minor graphical glitches. Feb 18, 2011 Fixed the co-op missions (which were broken by the previous patch). Jan
5, 2011 Fixed the main menu to remove the'sexy' background. Feb 14, 2010 Added a couple of bug fixes. Jan 21,
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